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Federalist Number 80
Directions: Place the letter corresponding to your word choice to fill the blank in the quotes and paraphrased
excerpts from the reading.
Word Box
A. uniformity
E. privileges
I. foreign

B. enumerated
F. part
J. favoritism

C. Congress
G. jurisdiction

D. federal
H. maritime

G

1.

The court’s __________ determines the types of cases it has the authority to hear and decide.

D

2.

Conflicts between the nation and its members or citizens, can only be properly referred to the
__________ courts.

F

3.

The peace of the whole ought not to be left at the disposal of a ______.

I

4.

A majority of the cases involving foreign citizens involve national question so it is by far most
safe and most expedient to refer all those cases to the national courts.

J

5.

Conflicts between two States, between one State and the citizens of another, and between the
citizens of different states are subject to ___________ if kept in the state courts.

H

6.

____________ actions generally depend on laws of nations, rather than states, commonly affect
the rights of foreigners and are necessarily linked to public peace.

C

7.

If the limits on the jurisdiction of the federal courts become restrictive, ___________ has the
authority to make exceptions to the courts’ jurisdiction.

E

8.

Ensuring equal application of citizenship ___________, the national courts must preside in all
cases involving citizens from different states.

A

9.

Because of the necessity of ____________ in the interpretation of national laws, it is necessary to
have a single system interpreting and applying the laws.

B

10.

The jurisdiction of the federal courts is specifically listed in Article III or _____________.
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